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Bosnia and the Herzegovina, now integral parts of Yugo-
slavia, had a separate medieval history, in which the Bogo-
mils were important figures.   Alternately under Byzantine
and Hungarian rule in the twelfth century Bosnia found in
its concluding decade a strong native ruler in the Ban Kulin,
who patronized the Bogomils. For a time both his family and
over 10,000 of his subjects actually adopted their creed
because the sect was opposed alike to Orthodox Byzantium
and to Catholic Hungary. Thus the Bogomil heresy became
the Bosnian 'national faith', and in the fourteenth century
received the official title of 'the Bosnian Church'. Orthodox
Byzantium, by provoking opposition, and arousing alarm,
combined with its rival, Catholicism, to strengthen Bosnian
Nationalism.   But the great Bosnian King Tortko I, like
Dushan, paid Byzantium the compliment of copying the
Court of Constantinople at his rustic residences of Sutjeska
and Bobovac, where Bosnian barons held offices with high-
sounding Greek names.  Thus, in his reign, the Byzantine
tradition had spread to the Eastern shores of the Adriatic,
from Constantinople to Castelnuovo, his outlet on the sea.
But the adoption of Catholicism by King Stephen Thomas
Ostojic and the decision to proceed against the Bogomils
(1446) caused the wholesale emigration of the persecuted
sect to the Duchy of the Herzegovina, and led to the ulti-
mate ruin of the Bosnian kingdom. The traitor of Bobovac,
who opened its gates to the Turks, was a Bogomil, forcibly
converted to Catholicism.  Most of the Bogomils preferred
Islam to Rome, the Turkish master of Byzantium to the
Papacy; many became fanatical converts of Muhamma-
danism, preserving thereby their feudal privileges and their
lands. Bosnia was for four centuries 'the lion that guards the
gates of Stamboul'; even to-day the Bosnian Muslim is a
powerful factor among his fellow Yugoslavs of the Christian
faith.
The Republic of Ragusa, long under Byzantium, showed
fidelity to Byzantine traditions in her coinage and language.
It was natural that a trading community like Ragusa, whose
'argosies' were frequent visitors to the Levant, should have
been closely affected by the culture and the luxury, the
customs and the laws of so wealthy a capital as Constant!-

